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Cake is a book of art and cooking that contains a
dialogue between recipes and the works of nineteen
international artists: a voyage through knowledge,
contaminating languages that are characterized
by flavours, colors, and various aromas. A choral
track to support and value a similar path: that of
women in Nablus, which under the direction of
Fatima Khaddoumi and Italian Cristina Bottigella
and Beatrice Catanzaro, gave birth to Bait al
Karama cookery School, the first international
cooking school and Palestinian Slow Food
Convivium in Palestine, with the aim of creating
jobs for women who live in the Old City of Nablus.
To these resourceful and creative women goes the
support of Cake, with the hope that this voyage
through cooking and the arts can help overcome
barriers, visible and invisible.
with the artworks by:
Hassan Al-Meer, Paolo Angelosanto, Yto Barrada,
Beatrice Catanzaro, Maimuna Feroze-Nana, Parastou
Forouhar, Maïmouna Patrizia Guerresi, Susan
Harbage Page, Reiko Hiramatsu, Uttam Kumar
Karmaker, Silvia Levenson, Loredana Longo,
MAD_Angela Ferrara e Dino Lorusso, Şükran
Moral, Ketna Patel, Pushpamala N., Anton Roca,
Jack Sal, Larissa Sansour

a no-profit project
to support
BAIT AL KARAMA

Manuela De Leonardis worked for photographic historical national archives, specialized as archivist
and historical researcher, as well as cataloging and indexing historical photographic collections. As
a free lance journalist she writes for Il Manifesto/Alias, Exibart, Art a part of Cult(ure), Andy
Magazine. In 2007 she starts work as curator for several exhibitions and festival of photography.
She published with Postcart “A tu per tu con i grandi fotografi” Vol. I and II in Postwords collection.
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